Snacks

BEST POTATO CHIPS EVER, DUDE 6

CALLIE’S IN-BETWEENES “BISCUIT” WITH CHORIZO & CHEDDAR 9

AFTERSCHOOL SNACK PIMENTO CHEESE, PERMANENT SLAW, FRITOS 10

Cheese

MEREDITH DAIRY FETA W/ ‘RHUS’ ZA’ATAR MARINATED FETA. VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA. ‘RHUS’ ZA’ATAR BY LIZZY KOURY 9

‘MELINDA MAE’ BRIE SOFT, CREAMY. COW. LEBANON, CONNECTICUT 10

TALEGGIO SEMI-SOFT. COW. LOMBARDY, ITALY 8

TOMME DE SAVOIE SEMI-FIRM. COW. SAVOIE, FRANCE 8

CHEBRIS SEMI-FIRM. SHEEP & GOAT. PYRENEES, FRANCE 11

‘VAT 17’ WORLD CHEDDAR SEMI-FIRM. SHEEP & GOAT. SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 11

GORGONZOLA PICCANTE BLUE. COW. LOMBARDY, ITALY 11

Meat and Tinned Seafood

PROSCIUTTO DI PARMA CURED PORK. EMILIA-ROMAGNA, ITALY 10

SOPPRESSATA W/ BURGUNDY PORK. SALAMI CURED W/ BURGUNDY WINE. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 9

SPECK SPICE CURED PORK. ALTO ADIGE, ITALY 12

GARFISH IN OLIVE OIL IN OLIVE OIL. ATI MANEL, PORTUGAL 11

SPICED SARDINES IN OLIVE OIL LIGHTLY SPICED W/ CHILI, BLACK PEPPER, BAY. CONSERVAS PINHAIS, PORTUGAL 11

Merch

GRAFT ‘STAPLE TEE’ 30

GRAFT DAD HAT (KHAKI W/ RED EMBROIDERY) 27

GRAFT WINE ICE BAG (PINK) 8

SCAN FOR OUR NEW PLAYLIST